
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of pricing strategy analyst. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for pricing strategy analyst

Ensure all program execution documentation and reporting is accurate,
reasonable, comprehensible, and completed in a timely manner
Develop and maintain reports required to monitor the performance and
trending of our portfolio
Provide management with information on which to base decisions by
analyzing the data, recognizing opportunities and recommending
improvements to our current portfolio
Gathers and interprets project requirements, determines if data source(s)
exist, or if new ones need to be created
Leads projects from beginning to end, managing and determining what
resources will be needed, fully understanding all stakeholder deliverables and
expectations
Uses data analysis to provide unique insight to company leaders as to the
changes in business trends
Perform data mining, cleansing, and manipulation activities
Identify data/data quality requirements needed for thorough analysis
Perform advanced statistical analysis to evaluate critical areas for
improvement, including price setting and revenue optimization, pricing
governance and compliance, and strategic alignment with channels, brands,
and customer segment strategies
Leverage scorecards to evaluate the adoption and impact of various price
strategies and levers
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Global/multi-national business experience preferred
Strong understanding of pricing theories and analytical methodologies,
experience optimizing packaging and pricing for internet / SaaS / Software
businesses a strong plus
Strong quantitative and analytical skills - the individual must be able to follow
detailed instructions to perform complicated financial analyses, determine
basic analyses required to support trade and pricing decisions (i.e., structure
the problem, collect data, identify issues and present results)
Leading execution of pricing changes
Working with Risk and Operations partners to develop criteria and controls
Developing monitoring tools to ensure effectiveness


